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Counseling 
Service 
Established 
An Office of Study Counseling 
Services has been established for 
WPI students. The office will be 
staffed full time by educational 
counselor M Royden Astley. 
The counseling service, located 
i the infirmary, was formed to 
help students solve personal 
problems that they can not work 
out by themselves. Astley em- 
phasized that it is with problems 
involving students' ability or 
inability to learn with which he 
hopes to be most helpful. Students 
who wish to come in and talk with 
Astley may reserve time by 
making an anonymous "X" on the 
time sheet on the infirmary 
bulletin board. 
Astley feels that it is important 
for students to have a place to go if 
they need to talk about something 
that is bothering them. "I hope to 
create a context in which a person 
can feel comfortable and not feel 
abandoned or alone." Astley 
commented. He noted that it takes 
a great deal of courage to go to talk 
to a stranger about something 
personal, especially the first time. 
With expansion of the Counseling 
Service in the near future, Astley 
Court Prepares Changes 
v 
\   + 
M. Royden Astley 
views advisors as having in- 
creasingly important functions in 
helping students to develop their 
decision-making capabilities. 
Astley came here after being a 
counselor at Harvard University 
for five years. He graduated from 
Harvard and worked in a 
microbiology lab for a year before 
deciding to turn to educational 
counseling. 
Besides his counseling work, 
Astley is also going to teach a class 
which will help students' abilities 
to learn by improving their reading 
skills. 
The new student court is now in 
the process of revising last year's 
proposed constitution, which was 
rejected by the faculty. Dean 
Keutlinger is helping to direct the 
work which will hopefully resolve 
the criticism of last year's 
proposal 
Under the new i soon to be 
adopted-hopefully) constitution. 
WPI's judicial system will be 
drastically reorganized. The 
Dormitory Committee will hear all 
petty offenses, i.e. property 
damage, that pertains to dor- 
mitory life. The Student Council 
will hear all matters that the Chief 
Justice feels are important to 
campus life in general (thus a case 
can be "lifted" from the Dorm 
Committee). Both bodies will 
recommend penalties to the Dean 
of Student Affairs. Students tried 
by the Dorm Comm. can appeal to 
the Student Court, while a special 
board, made up of a faculty 
representative, a representative of 
the President, and the Student 
Body President, will review cases 
being appealed after trial by the 
Student Court. 
Presently students are tried bv 
the court, which makes recom- 
nu'ndations of penalties to the 
Dean of Student Affairs, who also 
serves as the appellate court. 
Another major change is that the 
make-up of the court will contain 
two more faculty members, 
making a student-faculty ratio of 5 
to 4. Also the student justices will 
be elected by the students at large 
instead of being chosen by the 
Student Government Executive 
Committee as they are now. 
Many faculty members last 
spring felt that the proposed 
constitution was being pushed 
through without sufficient review 
by the faculty's Student Life 
Committee. This is to be remedied 
this fall by having the committee 
review each part as it's revision is 
completed by the Student Court. 
There were four major 
criticisms of the proposed con- 
stitution. The question of WPI's 
responsibility to the community 
and state laws was not clearly 
resolved. 
The following questions were 
also raised:  What are the con- 
sequences of changing the student- 
faculty ratio? What will be the 
position of the faculty's Committee 
on Student Life on academic 
cases? It was also felt that certain 
areas of concern needed more 
definition, such as court 
jurisdiction and severity of 
penalties. 
The Tech Community Council 
and the Student Court are 
presently working on categorizing 
offenses with minimum and 
maximum penalties being 
established. Students will then be 
aware of the risks of their actions. 
The recent cases of drug use have 
been the main stimulus for this 
action. 
The present members of the 
Student court are: J. Petry, chief 
justice, Prof. Bleumel, Prof. 
Bourgault, K. Nabb, S. Dolan, J. 
Zorabedian, and S. Trembley. 
The Student Court is hoping to 
present the revised constitution to 
the faculty in November. If it is 
approved by a faculty majority, it 
will be put on a referendum to be 
ratified by the student body, where 
approval by a majority is also 
needed. 
TCC Winners Announced 
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Tom Sprncr i 16) and Jeff Petry (65) whoop it up along with the rest of 
the football tram after Jim Buell caught a Steve Joseph pass for the final 
touchdown of last Saturday's game. The engineers defeated Bates 31-15. 
la* story on page 10. Photo by John Keletsky. 
Three students were elected to 
sit on the Tech Community 
Council Thursday in an election 
that was marked by a slight turn 
out Juniors Dave Hubbel, Mark 
Mooradian, and Steve Martin were 
the top three choices of the less 
than one fifth of the student body 
that voted. 
The winners were determined by 
a point system based on the order 
of preference that each voter 
marked by the candidates names 
Three points were awarded for 
first choice, two points for second 
choice and one point for a third 
choice ballot Hubble had 380 
points with fi9 first choice ballots, 
Mooradian 333 points with 67 first 
choice ballots and Martin 321 
point! with M first place ballots. 
Under the TCC constitution, five 
seats of the fourteen on the council 
are selected by students The 
election lo fill the remaining two 
seats, one of which must be filled 
by a faculty member and the other 
by an administration official, will 
be held later this month when 
freshmen hold elections for their 
class officers 
The top seven vote getters are 
listed below with their totals. 
Candidate 1st Place Votes Total Points 
Dave Hubbel 69 380 
Mark Mooradian 67 333 
Steve Martin M m 
Terry Luddy 57 m 
Bill Delphos 23 in 
Dick Podolny 34 IN 
Mary Bolino 10 1M 
Mark Mooradian, Steve Martin and Dave Hubbel (I. to r.), the three 
winners in the TCC election, pour for a Tech News photographer. 
ESSP Enters Second Year 
The following is the first in a two part 
article dealing with the Environmental 
Systems Study Program (ESSP) The first 
will be concerned with the goals and ob- 
jectives of the program while the second 
will deal with overall student opinion and 
appraisal of the experimental system. 
The original aim of the ESSP was to 
create "an experiment in interdisciplinary 
approach to environmental problem 
solving and design" Furthermore the 
group wished to demonstrate to the par- 
ticipants through first hand work, the 
aspects of tackling any problem from the 
problem conception and origin to its final 
design In so doing the students would gain 
a respect for the concept of "people 
relationships" evident working for any 
company. 
The program is open to all juniors and a 
limited amount of sophomores. It must be 
stressed that students are selected for the 
program solely on the basis of enthusiasm 
and personal committment. Grades are not 
considered in the selection of participants 
for the projects. Last year, of the ap- 
proximately fifty students that applied, 25 
students were selected one of which was a 
sophomore 
The program is divided into three terms 
The first term follows selection, in the 
spring semester It is here that a student is 
first introduced to problem solving 
methodology and it is at this point that 
projects are outlined to the students 
During the semester the student will finally 
decide upon the project he wants to work 
for the next yearand a half. and helps choose 
the students he wishes to work with on the 
project The second term outlined is the 
summer internship where the student with 
his project team undergoes intensive on- 
site study of the problem Here any ex- 
perimental tests that need be taken or any 
personal interviews can be arranged The 
final term is the actual design and syn- 
thesis of a solution which takes place 
during the students fall and spring terms of 
the following year As it can easily be seen 
the oarticiDant has  a   year and   a half 
obligation to the program. 
What type of projects could a student 
expect to find as a participant in the ESSP? 
The best way to answer this question is to 
take a look at the projects presently being 
undertaken by the students. Working under 
a grant from the EPA (Environmental 
Protection Agency) one of the groups is 
presently developing a Solid Waste 
Management System for the City of 
Worcester Another of the groups, working 
for Norton Company, is developing a 
system for in-water airation of lakes and 
streams. Other Projects being sponsored by 
Wyerhauser, Water Resources (MDC) and 
Kiley Stoker will be discussed in depth in 
next weeks article 
Faculty participation in the program is 
generally good with the steering committee 
for the Environmental Systems Study 
Program consisting of Profs, Zwiebal 
I chairman I. Keshaven (co-chairman), 
Hagglund, Demetry, and Graubard. Ad- 
visors to the committee and projects are 
Profs      Krusberg.   Hoffman,   and  Sorn 
berger. The ESSP is responsible to Dean 
Grogan. Administrative Assistant for me 
program is Mr. Joseph Milienski. 
The committee is generally impressed 
with the results, so far, of the project 
groups and consider the program a great 
success. They have seen a change in the 
students in the form of the air of confidence 
one gets when he becomes an expert in his 
study. They have seen the students change 
from giving worried, shaky presentations, 
to their employers to skilled confident 
presentations, showing evidence of much 
expertise! 
The basic drawback of the program is 
that any selection has to be made at all. 
The Sloane Foundation Grant, which 
sponsors the ESSP, can handle a limited 
amount of students only and will last for 
only three years at which time the En- 
vironmental Systems Study Program will 
be phased into the project portion of the 
WPI Plan Next week we will discuss the 
student participants' general opinion and 
appraisal of the program. 
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Editorials 
Why TCC? 
Even as elections are being 
conducted to select its new 
members, the continued existence 
of the Tech Community Council is 
being challenged. Two main ob- 
jections have been raised. First, 
there are too many committees on 
this campus; and the TCC 
duplicates the work of the 
Faculty's Student Life Committee, 
the Student Government, and to 
some extent the President's 
committee on Academic Policy 
and Student Affairs. Second, the 
TCC has no authorized power and 
as such is impotent and ineffectual. 
The Tech Community Council 
was conceived by and convened at 
the urging of President Hazzard 
during the 1969-70 academic year. 
The purpose of the Council is: 
"To act as a campus-wide forum 
to discuss, review, and make 
recommendations on any phase of 
Tech life." Although the TCC is 
only a forum/advisory committee, 
and as such may only recommend 
policy, it has been fairly successful 
in seeing many of its recom- 
mendations adopted by both 
Faculty and Administration. The 
major asset contributing to the 
TCC's considerable influence is 
the respect with which the campus 
community regards the Council's 
judgment and decisions. 
Much of this trust and respect is 
a result of TCC's structure and the 
manner in which its members are 
selected. First of all, the councilors 
are chosen so as to be as 
representative of divergent 
opinions, interests, backgrounds, 
etc. as is possible. Then too, all the 
members of the committee are on 
equal footing and meet as peers. 
Most importantly, the TCC acts on 
campus issues as a campus organ, 
rather than as an agent of either 
the Faculty. Administration, or 
Student Body. Suggestions, 
requests, grievances, and 
problems are brought to it from 
every   segment   of   the   Tech 
Community; and in turn, the 
Council reports back to any and all 
interested parties. For these 
reasons, the TCC is the committee 
which is best equipped to give 
objective, non-partisan con- 
sideration to campus issues. 
Admittedly, the committee on 
Student Life allows for a fair 
representation of student opinion. 
And it is true that the TCC was 
formed prior to the new Faculty 
Constitution which provides for 
this representation. However, the 
Student Life committee is a 
Faculty committee which acts at 
the direction of, and reports 
directly to the Faculty. As such, it 
can never serve as a truly campus 
committee. As for the APSA 
committee, it meets too seldom 
and concerns itself with another 
realm of business. This last con- 
sideration brings up another point. 
Granted that there is only a 
limited reservoir of manpower, 
time, and energy available to 
supply such committees as Student 
Life, TCC, and APSA; however, 
through a careful redefinition of 
areas of responsibility, the various 
topics of concern could be covered 
more thoroughly and efficiently. 
Perhaps if Student Life were to 
confine itself to such areas as 
financial aid, scholarship, em- 
ployment placement, and the 
advisory program, the TCC could 
concern itself with student and 
academic environment, extra- 
curricular activities, etc. and 
discipline could be assigned to the 
jurisdiction of a Campus Court. 
Campus harmony, unity , and 
the spirit of the WPI Plan will be 
best served by a Tech Senate and 
Campus Court which are truly 
campus-wide in structure, 
representation, purpose, 
responsibility, and - most im- 
portantly - authority. Com- 
munication, trust, and respect are 
I he watchwords. 
J.Z. 
FIRE 
WHERE« YOUR SPI|?|T£p 
ITS CH&KP&? 
THAN MOfc&AN PftVBBS.* 
Open Student 
Government 
Meeting 
Tuesday Night 
at 7:30 
in 
Daniels 
Lounge 
On Washing Our 
Linen In Public 
for Signs on Earle Bridge I have known) 
Last Monday, as I wearilv 
dragged myself to an early morn- 
ing class, my half opened eyes 
beheld a wondrous sight. There 
hanging down from Earle bridge 
were not just one or two, but four 
bed sheets softly billowing a public 
testimonial to four sets of 
paranoids who sneaked out in the 
wee hours of the morning just to 
litter up the roadside with some 
message that few people will read, 
and even less will understand. 
Such dynamic laundry Editorials 
as AIE and 17 are designed to stir 
up school spirit and blast away at 
the general apathy of the student 
body. Somehow I think that 
something is missing here. 
The first thing that is wrong is 
that there are currently too many 
people who hang signs off the 
bridge, and consequently anything 
of real importance is lost in a 
swirling mess of soiled linen. With 
numerous signs every week, the 
novelty of the media is lost, and the 
initial curiosity over a sign 
hanging from the bridge vanishes 
as the novelty becomes com- 
monplace. The second problem is 
the text, which frequently leaves a 
lot to be desired. Since many signs 
are obscure, only a few people on 
the inside know what they mean, 
and the general audience remains 
in the dark i especially during 
away football games). 
I think that this defeats the whole 
purpose of the signs, since people 
soon learn to pay no attention at 
all, and good messages get buried. 
So what do we conclude? We 
have a unique means of reaching 
the campus anonymously via the 
Karle Bridge Herald, and people 
know where to look. But we have 
over used a good thing, thus 
lessening its value. Perhaps a 
reminder is in order, that there are 
other   normal   routes   of   com- 
munication open that don't get 
stale with use, you can always 
write a letter to the newspaper, or 
perhaps an Editorial. 
T.T. 
Ztbc ^ccbUlews 
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My Constitution . . . Part One 
I have given much thought to the shortcomings and faults of the present student 
body constitution, which is why I have been so dizzy these last few davs. But with the 
help ol a little Southern Comfort and the soothing words of Jean Shepherd. I have 
managed i applause, please" to come up with my verv own solution to the problem of 
having student government without having the attendant disadvantages, which is 
rather like having a tree subscription to National Review 
Alas, there is not space in this week's tare for a complete Revelation, and next ween 
will uist have to he patiently awaited for those details of mv idealized Student Bodv 
< • institution as I choose to reveal i And I will reveal Everything) But this week voii 
»il be treated to a preview so to speak, and it will concern the most important section 
..I the constitution   the .Judiciary Committee, alias the Student Court. 
The thing is. the Student Court will have drug cases to hear. and. reauy. very liiiie 
else of difficulty. Including how it decides to make itself up. How should it handle itself 
with respect to drug abuse" What guidelines, other than those very general ones 
established by the TCC. should the court take into consideration when confronted with 
the chore of recommending actions-of establishing precidents ■ to the Dean of Student 
Allans" 
We are emerging as a Drug Culture, say the sociologists, and it is imperative that 
realistic accomodations he made for that tact As in leaving the pot smokers alone 
I >b\ .ously. n a student smokes outside the campus or dorms, there should be no problem 
at all In ignoring his activities, and the best ot luck to him But pot use in the dorms is 
property a matter tor the school to be worried about Say I. the school should take a 
permissive approach to pot use in the dorms The or.lv rule which the student who 
desires to indulge should he made to obey is the common sense one   don't disturb the 
other guy If the smell of pot disturbs the freaks roommate, the freak should abstain. If 
he Ireak habitually begins to jump and scream uncontrollably whenever he gets high, 
hvsienaIBSS&MSM ^ I E?^ ,0 ,ie and ga8 him as soon as that last pre- 
2SSL to ho?! ? V,xhaled These "MM standards should apply, mutatis mutandis, to (he use of alcohol. KK; 
Th,?V.n?.,m«re,JUn,°^ Na™-Rangers patrolling the halls, sniffing under doors and such. 
v n wK T iS°- Sh°Uld be,'he hard stuff' as in "Wing "stronger" that pot 
h„, ^,I , ft °r °bVT examP'eJn^n. is no. only a very sick individual indeed. 
It JS" '° 22ML* should uP°n *»covery be guaran.ined, 
n n s.L. t £ , •' a,Pr0CeSS Wh!Ch ,W°Uld require that he be 8iv^ • suspension 
Zleof real iveilflmn';ienSIV!1medJCal suPervision *"« treatment. It might take a couple ot real live examples - and make no mistake, we shall see a few in the next few 
years- before the proper human relations techniques become perfectedI fofthSSd 
luckA'lf "snmi'hl? 1^?^' !"* SCho0' should ** *» contenders the very best of 
SM^SSfil Wh!.Ch We alread ■ 5S is quiteenoughc^Ing^ ()h. and by the way. is anybody working on compiling the Very Latest on what one's 
I a vonte drug is likely to do toones precious body after ZBKJ£tS!i35S£ 
mSiiiSi S2SMSUB^an outiine °f *•—* - 
aV 
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THE 
FACULTY 
PEN 
by   Dr. Harvey Kahalas 
Business Responsibility? 
Recent authors dealing with business corporations 
and their societal role have emphasized the concept 
of social responsibilities. What, if any. should be the 
social responsibility of a business corporation in the 
U.S. given the perceived need for social reform? The 
principal approaches to this problem have been two- 
fold The first, called the civic model of respon- 
sibility, revolves around a distinction in ownership 
;ind responsibility between real property and liquid 
property where the latter is defined as those funds 
which pass through corporate conduits at great 
speed Additionally, this model states that because of 
the speed of these funds, the investor does not 
represent (rue ownership with its allied respon- 
sibility Therefore, the possessors of liquid property 
do not own the corporation for they do not nourish or 
care for any real property and only seek their own 
gain without the existing social responsibility at- 
tached to real property. In this case, the requirement 
of business is toward a positive commitment in the 
political system, which acts as the institution for 
social reform, in a willingness to help alleviate some 
problems such as unemployment and to preclude 
chronic business fluctuations. These factors must be 
accomplished by a broad participation in the political 
arena even to the point of supporting those can- 
didates who would pass legislation which facilitate 
the business role in the society. 
The opposing viewpoint, entitled the austere 
model, supports the proposition that a firm comes 
into economic existence when the owners commit 
either real or liquid assets to the organization. 
Therefore, the corporation consists of two groups: 
ownership and resources. But, it is only the former 
which is the firm while all else represents resources 
employed by the owners and the firm, therefore, 
should maximize the returns to the owners, namely 
profits Definitionally, the ownership group are the 
division making, risk taking elements who rightly 
deserve all profits since they must bear the burdens 
for all poor divisions. 
The problem with both of these approaches is two- 
lold, ilia lack of understanding of the power of 
businesses in this system, and (2) confusion between 
what is" and "what ought to be" 
Business today is the most powerful and dominant 
institution in the society Its impact pervades not only 
the decision-making process in government but even 
directly and indirectly affects some previously un- 
touchable areas, such as the educational subsystem 
The military - industrial complex has been accepted 
as a reality (or many years but few peopl? have 
examined the impact of business in higher education. 
For example, the use of local businessmen on the 
governing boards of colleges and the attitude of some 
faculty and administrators that college programs 
should be tailored so that students provide the 
necessarv input to the business subsystem Students 
are usually viewed only as a prime resource for the 
-uccessful operation of a given business institution. 
In addition, the power of business no longer resides 
in the stockholders but   in the managerial office- 
holders This elite operates most directly in economic 
terms, via investment decisions, pricing, location, 
research, and product design, but it is also of con- 
siderable social and political consequence when the 
discussion turns to employment opportunities, the 
operation of local community affairs, and the quality 
of life of the general population. As Andrew Hacker 
has commented, a remarkable feature of business 
power is how unrestrained it is in its exercise. 
Finally, the confusion between what actually exists 
and what is supposed to be must be examined. If the 
conclusion drawn suggests that business executives 
should, because of their power, get involved in 
socially responsible activities, then we must realize 
that we are creating, or at least reinforcing, a power 
elite Besides extending the economic power of the 
businessman, we are accepting a further decrease in 
the political principle of pluralism. Obviously if one 
powerful sector gets involved in all aspects of the 
society, the power of that group would eventually 
achieve total dominance. 
If, on the other hand, we advocate that the business 
subsystem limit its philosophy to the maximization of 
profits, we must consider the implicit factors: a large 
number of owners who are willing to commit their 
recources in risk-taking ventures for profit; ability to 
substitute one resource for another when the com- 
petitively set cost-price equation makes another form 
of resource combination more profitable; acceptance 
by all of the owners of the principle of self-interest as 
the motivating force in all economic activity; and 
competitive markets for all products. Although all of 
these factors are open to some criticism, economic 
studies for many years have shown that pure 
economic competition does not exist in many 
markets. The existing forms of non-competitive 
markets means a limitation on voluntary exchange 
through a reduction in the available alternatives to 
individuals. 
With these observations as given, what are the 
possible alternatives to the individual. Many come to 
mind. One response in recent years has been the 
concept of revolution. Violent revolution will never 
occur in the United States. The masses of people are 
sufficiently contented with their level of materialism 
to operate for change within the existing system even 
though a violent tradition exists in the U.S. Non- 
violent revolution of the Consciousness III approach 
does not seem to be a method of successfully 
reorienting the power structure. As Herbert Marcuse 
has indicated, would we expect this revolution to 
occur all over this nation, spontaneously, at the same 
time and without any form of mobilization, 
preparation, and organization-' I think not Finally, the 
proposed application of strict anti-trust legislation 
and the destruction of monopolistic markets does not 
seem feasible given the influence on governmental 
policy by the business sector. 
This is the dilemma Do we want a business elite 
involved in and influencing all aspects of the society; 
or do we want the most dominant institution in the 
society concerned only with profits at the expense of 
all other factors'' The choice is yours; if it is a choice. 
Creative Group 
Problem Solving 
Instructor: Dr. R.U. Gillespie 
Coordinator: J.M.Boyd 
IntersessionTopic: A255* 
In our society many people in their professional and civic activities 
work in groups and committees for substantial increments of their total 
efforts, t Any faculty member at WPI will be glad to expound on this 
subject. I While service in a creative group or committee is a rewarding 
experience, in all too many cases these activities tend to be negative and 
frustrating. 
Recognizing the general lack of innovative results in group in- 
teractions, many capable people have been studying the creative process 
in individual and group efforts. If the creative process is still not well 
understood, it appears that successful concepts have been developed to 
nurture it. 
As more and more WPI students and faculty work together on Plan 
projects in an atmosphere of educational leadership, it is most important 
that we learn how best to unlock the creative potential. It is hoped that 
this intersession workshop will be only the beginning of continuing efforts 
at WPI in the area of creative problem solving and innovation. 
We are fortunate to have the services of Dr. Robert J. Gillespie in 
conducting this course. Dr. Gillespie lectures and holds workshops in- 
ternationally in creative behaviour, and he is president of R.J. Gillespie 
Associates, a firm of creative engineering management consultants. Dr. 
Gillespie will be assisted by J.M. Boyd of the mechanical engineering 
department. The participants will learn and use the most successful 
techniques for stimulating creative problem solving. We feel that this 
experience can be of great benefit to both students and faculty as well as 
members of the off campus community. 
Dr. John M, Boyd 
Theo. Perspectives 
on Ecology 
The concept of man's dominion 
over nature is an integral part of 
the .ludco Christian tradition and, 
according to some well-known 
historians, provided the attitude 
that lead eventually to the 
technological achievements of the 
Western world. The modern 
realization resulting from the 
ecological crisis caused by this 
technology that nature cannot 
tolerate unlimited abuse and that 
man's own existence may 
ironically be imperiled by his 
unlimited dominion over nature 
calls for a re-evaluation of the 
.ludeo-Christian ideas on the man- 
nature relation. Even in secular 
discussions of the problem, it is 
clear thai the basic issues tran- 
scend technology. The 
technological fix is not the answer: 
antipollution gas masks are now 
being advertised for $20.00 each, 
but was man made to hide his face 
from the sun? The analysis of the 
dominion problem from the 
viewpoint of practical ethics as 
well as the general question of the 
man-nature alienation has lead to a 
"Theology of Survival" which 
joined the theological establish- 
ment thru a conference of that title 
at Claremont, California in April 
1970, 
In contrast to this logical ap- 
proach is a second mystical view of 
man's kinship with nature 
threading in a rather undeveloped 
way thru the history of 
Christianity. St.  Paul  speaks  of 
gort 
i im OC»D i !__   , 
lOOAESTICATECM ( /Til GLAD iX rXXMSTICHTEP) 
vis. *■         -^*- 
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o 
o 
o 
-I IS INTELLIGENT AND AFFECTIONATE, 
UE GUARDS MY FLOCKS AND AIPS 
IN THE MONT UE IMOUO PC PBOTCCTING 
WE ME IS TUE ONLY ANIMAL TUAT 
CAN BE HTOLV TBOSTED...AND IS 
TOTALLV UNSELFISH , 
EXCEPT Mt.Of GOoeSEj 
^ 
"the whole ol nature" which, with 
(iod's sons "groans in a common 
travail all the while." Twelve 
centuries later Francis of Assisi 
attempted to "set up a democracy 
of all God's creatures." St. Francis 
has been viewed by several writers 
as representing a thirteenth 
century counter-culture and it is 
interesting that the brotherhood of 
all creatures is a theme found in 
the present counter-culture as an 
expression against ecological rape. 
Can the modern mind produce a 
vision that combines logical 
analysis and mystical insight; that 
recognizes man as an integral part 
of nature yet develops further his 
creative potentialities? (This 
vision would be religious since it 
deals with beliefs about man's 
nature and destiny.) One obvious 
starting point is evolution. There 
are currently three schools of 
theology relying on evolutionary 
concepts: Process Theology, the 
Theology of Hope, and (he ideas of 
Tcilhard de Chardin. The first two 
of these deal largely with historical 
evolution and, in fact, the Theology 
of Survival is dominated by 
process theologians. The most 
fruitful point of departure appears 
to he the thought of Teilhard which 
encompasses the totality of 
evolution, with the psycho-social 
evolution growing out of the 
biological evolution, and con- 
structs a vision of human progress 
within this evolutionary context. 
Teilhard is not without legitimate 
criticism; his advocates will have 
to define more precisely the thrust 
of evolution and what can actually 
he said about "progress." Yet, 
Teilhard's synthesis of science, 
theology, and mysticism 
represents a giant step toward a 
unified vision of nature, man, and 
their common ground of being. 
T)*i' -o-*o«0 kdJLt 
Dear Sir 
What more eloquent expression of appreciation can a grateful Institute 
make to the late Mrs Aldus Higgins for the bequest of her magnificent 
home, than to fill its rooms with music and joy'' Last night, a Recital at 
the estate did just that 
The opening Spectrum event marked the formal inauguration of the 
Higgins estate and vividly displayed that we of the WPI community have 
inherited more than just a handsome house surrounded by stately 
grounds Its legacy of culture and humanism was also very much in 
i \ idence and I sincerely hope the Great Hall will continue to resound 
with music and joy to elevate our spirits for many years to come. It is my 
belief that the Higgins estate will bean inspiration to all those who dwell 
and mature in its midst 
Mr Ronnie Sarver and the other resident students should be com- 
mended lor maintaining the estate so ably. As for the many dedicated 
people M ho made the evening so memorable, may I extend my personal 
thanks   Encore! Encore! 
Sincerely. 
Eileen M. Sondak 
The Society of the Sigma XI 
will offer a special lecture on 
"Our Stellar Neighborhood," 
at 1:91 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 
20. in Kinnicutt Hall, 
Salisbury. WI'l. 
The speaker will be Dr. 
Sarah l.ee l.ippincotl of the 
Sproul Observatory, Swar- 
thmore College. She will 
describe (hat part of the 
Universe which is best known, 
and the region of the nearby 
stars, with special emphasis 
on research tarried out at the 
Sproul Observatory. 
Joint sponsors are the 
Sigma Xi chapters at WI'l and 
Holy Cross College. The 
general public is invited. 
There is no charge. 
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! Left On 
by Alan Dion 
WORCESTER (UPI) - - While Vietnam's one-man election has 
brought only scattered instances of criticism and demonstrations on 
America's campuses, an engineering college in Worcester, Mass. has 
organized a unique protest. Worcester Polytechnic Institute recently 
substituted a "mock" election in placeof regular political procedure for 
selecting students to positions on its Tech Community Council. 
WPI Student Government President Richard Sojka explained how 
the protest was conducted: "The politically active students on campus 
wanted to show the world how completely absurd such an election is. We 
therefore decided to run our own T.C.C. elections in a satirical manner. 
We wanted a set-up in which a candidate's qualifications were not at 
issue, so we fixed it that anyone who could find 50 students capable of 
writing their own names were made a candidate. This resulted in 13 
contenders for only three positions, contrasted to Ky's unopposed can- 
didacy. 
"Then, to show how idiotic Thieu's solitary campaign was, our 
election had no campaigning at all. The candidates did nothing to present 
their qualifications, or ideas, or sincerity. Finally, to make the actual 
election of any one candidate more of a random chance than a popular 
choice, we used preferential ballots, which required the voters to list ten 
choices, rather than three. Since no one on campus personally knew ten 
people on the slate they just started writing numbers after names at 
random. The total vote count per candidate was to be considered, with 
the low total vote getters dropped on successive counting rounds. This 
further insured voter confusion. 
"Unfortunately, there were a few students who took the whole thing 
seriously, including some of the candidates. So to avoid hassles we only 
counted the first three votes given a candidate, with the top three totals 
winning a position. In this way we demonstrated how absurd supposed 
democratic elections can get," 
When asked how the students reacted to the protest Sojka replied: 
"The reaction was great! Only one-fifth of the student body even 
bothered to vote. In an election like this, that's the only way anyone can 
win."_ 
Draft Back for 
Two Year Encore 
Muhlberger to Offer 
Art Program in Spectrum ■ 
A 
WASHINGTON (WCNS)-With 
the passage by the Senate last 
week of the draft extension bill, the 
Selective Service System is once 
again authorized to induct men into 
the armed forces-but with a few 
strings. 
First, the draft will last only until 
July 1,1973. President Nixon hopes 
to have replaced draft calls with 
sufficient numbers of volunteers 
by then, and the induction 
machinery will be put on ice in 
case of national emergency. After 
that date, therefore, 18-year olds 
will still have to register with the 
Selective Service. 
Second, male college students no 
longer receive automatic defer- 
ments while in school. Congress, 
bowing lo pressure from college 
students and others for a more 
equitable draft, agreed to 
authorize the President to end the 
undergraduate deferments, a step 
he has already promised to take. 
Starting this past summer new 
students I not enrolled in the 1970- 
71 academic year) will not be 
deferred, although if they have 
Mailed classes they may postpone 
induction tmtil the present term 
endl All other students are eligible 
for induction after four years in 
college or when they reach 24 years 
(it age. whichever comes first. 
Third, lottery numbers will 
apply to all men with the same 
hirthdate. regardless of the 
location of Iheir draft boards. 
Requested by the President, this 
rule will end charges that certain 
draft boards were "safer" than 
others Thus all men with the same 
lottery number will be inductable 
at the same time 
Another provision provides in- 
centives for more men to volun- 
teer Originally requested by the 
President last year, the $2.4 billion 
pay hike ttl.8 billion for first term 
enlisted men and junior officers) 
will go into effect October 1. unless 
the Cost of Living Council, which 
oversees the current   wage-price 
freest, rules otherwise. 
For a recruit or seaman recruit, 
class K 1. average annual pay will 
he $4,872, as compared with 13.168 
at present (68 percent increase' 
At the top of the scale, a colonel or 
Navy captain, class 0-6 will get 
$26,388 as against 124.880 now I ti 
percent increase 
Conscientious objectors will oo 
given two year assignments to 
civilian service The Senate-House 
Conference    Committee     em- 
phasized that this work will 
"parallel in his experience, to a 
reasonable extent, the experiences 
of the young man who is inducted 
in his stead." 
To The Students of WPI 
Recent passage of the bill ex- 
tending the draft and eliminating 
2S deferments for incoming Fresh- 
man has caused concern among 
some of the students. Initially we 
attempted to reach all of the af- 
fected students explaining the 
various options available to them, 
in light of the termination of 
student deferments. 
In early September, government 
regulations specified that a Fresh- 
man student could obtain an ROTC 
deferment only after successful 
completion of one grading period. 
However, a more recent change to 
Army regulations now enables the 
Military Science Department to 
issue an initial deferment to newly 
enrolled ROTC students, providing 
he has not received an induction 
notice from the Selective Service 
Board. 
Richard C. Muhlberger, art 
historian and art educator, will 
present the second event in the 
Spectrum 71-72 series with an 
illustrated   discussion  entitled 
"Women Horizontal'' Monday 
evening at 8 p.m. in the Great Hall 
of Higgins House. 
Well known among WPI students 
for his scintillating art history 
course, Muhlberger will offer his 
audience a glimpse at the 
significance of the classic female 
nude throughout the history of art. 
Born in Englewood, New Jersey, 
Mr. Muhlberger grew up in 
Pasadena, California. He received 
a bachelor of arts degree in 1964 
from Wayne State University in 
Detroit, Michigan, and in 1966, a 
master of arts from The Johns 
Hopkins University, Baltimore, 
Maryland. Earlier, he studied 
theology at California Concordia 
College and Saint Augustine's 
House, a religious order of the 
church of Sweden in Oxford, 
Michigan Mr Muhlberger held a 
Woodrow        Wilson National 
Fellowship in 1964 and is a member 
of Phi Beta Kappa. 
From 1962 to 1964 Mr. 
Muhlberger was a lay assistant at 
All Saints' Episcopal Church in 
Pontiac, Michigan. In 1964 he was 
obbyist on Capital Hill for sue- 
ANOTHER 
PARTY? 
The Committee For A Choice 
has recently been organized to 
promote the candidacy of New 
York City Mayor John V. Lindsay 
for President according to Wor- 
cester spokesman Jane Wei- 
nerman. 
The goals of the committee at 
this point are to telephone and 
canvass the voters to ascertain the 
feasibility of a Lindsay candidacy 
and. "to impress upon the people a 
Lindsay candidacy," Miss 
Weinerman stated Sunday The 
committee is trying to establish a 
work force in Worcester as well as 
other major cities in New England. 
In Worcester, they hope to have 
students representing each of the 
colleges and junior colleges par- 
ticipating in the campaign work. 
Interested students may contact 
Miss Weinerman at 755-1566 
evenings and weekends 
Revenue Sharing 
Comes to Tech 
This Homecoming weekend the 
Tech Conservative Society plans 
to introduce a revolutionary 
program: someone at Tech is 
actually going to return money to 
the students (at the rate of five 
cents per person). Each year a 
portion of each student's tuition is 
set aside for a Student Activity 
Fund which this year totals 
$:i8,000 Your money is then ar- 
bitrarily divided among any of 
twenty-two clubs by the Student 
Activities Board It is to be noted 
thai this considerable sum is ap- 
portioned without regard to merit 
or individual preference That is to 
say your money supports ac- 
tivities and organizations which 
you would not necessarily support 
\ ourself 
It is not the contention of the 
T.C S that these organizations do 
not benefit the community: rather. 
WO feel that they are an integral 
part of the college environment 
However, it is our contention that 
the method of support of these 
organizations  is   morally   wrong 
We leel that the burden ot support 
rests with the individual members 
of the respective organizations. 
Whereas the T.C.S. has a budget 
of one hundred dollars due to the 
imperial generosity of the Student 
Activities Board, and with the 
above considerations in mind, the 
Tech Conservative Society offers 
any red-blooded radical, liberal, 
moderate, or apolitical student an 
opportunity to receive a refund of 
that amount of his money which 
has been unjustly allotted to our 
dub We propose that on Saturday 
of Homecoming weekend, or 
thereafter, any person who feels 
that he cannot hold philosophical 
communion with our political 
ideals may present himself at a 
special booth which will be set up 
on the WPI Quadrangle where the 
T.C S. will make full restitution at 
the rate of five cents per person, 
i Two Thousand students divided 
into one Hundred Dollars yields the 
sum of five cents per student.) 
signed, 
T.C.S 
Itichard Muhlberger 
cessful Arts and Humanities 
Foundation legislation, and in 1964 
he directed the redecoration and 
color restoration of historic Saint 
John's Church in Lafayette 
Square, Washington, D. C, and 
gave a series of lectures there on 
architectural history. 
Mr.   Muhlberger   has   been   a 
contributing editor of Washington 
International Art Letter and has 
written articles for publications 
such as Liturgical Arts Quarterly 
and Art   in America. 
At the Worcester Art Museum 
Mr. Muhlberger directs all 
museum activities in the area of 
public education, including group 
tours and gallery talks, exhibitions 
in the field of art education, art 
classes for children and high 
school students. museum 
cooperation in ASCENT and other 
projects for children, the sixth- 
grade guidance program in 
cooperation with the Worcester 
Public Schools, adult art classes 
for member, and liaison with the 
Worcester School Department and 
other community agencies. 
He will concentrate on several 
major works, among them Bot- 
ticelli's "Birth of Venus;;, Goya'i 
"The Nude Maja" and Manet's 
"Olympia," and he will delve into 
the definitive work on this 
question. Sir Kenneth Clark's The 
Nude. 
Next spring the speaker returns 
to WPI for another such program, 
this one entitled "Men and Women 
Come Apart." He will explore the 
fascinating world of Cubism. 
by Lenny Kedon 
Al Kooper is an individualist - he 
does the type of music he feels and 
enjoys. He doesn't imitate, rather, 
he creates. Kooper got his first 
start when his "This Diamond 
ring" became a million seller. He 
followed this by getting together 
The Blues Project, a group which 
never reached great popularity, 
but a group which introduced some 
interesting sounds. Kooper's 
Blood, Sweat and Tears adventure 
was next. Kooper emerging as a 
powerful talent after the release of 
B.S. and T's first album Joining 
up with Steve Stills, and Mike 
Hloomfield. Kooper produced 
"Super session," an album which 
to this day is an incredible piece of 
art Since "super session", Kooper 
has done another album with 
Hloomfield and three solo albums, 
his latest being "New York City 
you're a woman" I read an article 
awhile back which said Kooper 
should still be working with a 
group, not by himself as he has 
been inclined to do lately. True or 
false, Kooper is still a powerful 
talent, one who is not afraid to 
create Kooper is mostly known for 
his outstanding key board work, 
but he also plays guitar and is one 
of the better arrangers around 
"New York City You're a 
Woman" is a good representation 
of Kooper's abilities though it is not 
his best effort Kooper is a well- 
known figure around, and he finds 
no problem finding people to work 
with Bobbi Porter. Caleb Quayl, 
Paul Humphries. Rita Coolidge 
and quite a few others make ap- 
pearances on the album The 
album was produced by Kooper. as 
were his other two. Side one opens 
with the title cut of the album 
Kooper "does the vocals, demon- 
strating an interesting approach 
to vocals which seems to accent the 
melody rather than flowing with it. 
Kooper also plays guitar, piano 
organ and melletron on his cut. 
"John the Baptist"" follows, a 
simple thing written by Kooper 
and Phyllis Major. What makes the 
cut go, is the arrangement Kooper 
wrote When you know how to use 
this trick, the simplest song can 
become a fine cut: listen to some of 
the Beatles' work. "The Ballad of 
the hard rock kid" features some 
excellent guitar work by Kooper, 
sneeky Pete, and Lou Shelton. The 
cut itself is one of the better ones on 
the album, as its structure gives the 
album, as its structure gives the 
musicians room to move around. 
Kooper should do more of these 
cuts with greater freedom, as they 
.seem to be the major difference 
between his earlier works and his 
more recent attempts. 
Side two opens with a medley of 
"00 Wee Baby, I Love You" and 
"Love is a Man's best friend" It's 
an interesting piece; both 
melodies work well together, as 
Kooper also wrote an ample 
arrangement, playing a cute little 
wah-wah guitar as well as playing 
the organ "Back on my feet 
again" is nostalgic of his Blood, 
Sweat and Tears" days: horns, 
tight arrangements, and in- 
dividuality. Kooper follows this 
with Elton John's "Come on down 
in time" where once again the 
arrangement makes the cut go. 
Soothing vocal backgrounds and 
adequate application of the 
melletron slide into a rhythmic 
percussion type section. Kooper, 
playing lead guitar, leads his 
followers through some nice riffs. 
He also does nice work in getting 
the piece back into its original 
melodic structure, using the vocal 
background to do the trick A 
couple of things written by Kooper 
close the album. They are very 
representive of some of the earlier 
material; moving melodies, fine 
arrangements. and 'n' 
strumentation deserving of the 
written material. 
Kooper is a fine talent He has 
done better work, but he continues 
to produce what he feels and not 
what his record company wants 
Think about it. 
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Gary "The Ball" Bellinger AST 
Bobby Wood FIJI 
UMOC Election 
Here are the 10 ugliest students at WPI, but who is the ugliest? To answer this im- 
portant question, APO will hold an election at the end of this week. 
Voting will be on Thursday and Friday from 4 to 6:30 in Daniels then Morgan. On 
Saturday before the football game and in the fraternity houses people can also vote. 
The winner will receive a $15 dinner for two and a voter will receive a $10 surprise of 
his choice. 
We hope that everyone will vote at least once as the proceeds are going to CARE and 
the American Cancer Society. 
Pete Petroski 8P 
)   ^ 
Bob Mickey H ill. 
D. Black * A. WareiMln SAK 
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Francis Fortier, Violinist 
If every wrong note dropped at 
last Monday night's concert had 
been an apple, we'd be able to refer 
to Mr. Francis Fortier as the 
Johnny Appleseed of the Worcester 
Tech Campus. Never have I been 
so disgusted at a concert at Tech. 
Wrong notes non-withstanding, Mr. 
Fortier succeeded in demon- 
strating all the qualities a 
professional and expert violinist 
should not possess, those qualities 
of poor intonation, poor dynamics, 
sloppy scale passages, and off-tune 
playing. 
The evening began with the 
greeting of the 125 invited guests 
by the charming hostess of the 
evening, Mrs. George Hazzard. 
Mrs. Hazzard then proceeded to 
introduce Mr. Milton P. Higgins 
who recalled all the glorious years 
that the great hall of the Higgins 
Estate had been used as a recital 
room. Prof. Weininger then 
praised the room as an ideal locale 
for concerts on the campus, since it 
blended excellent cultural at- 
mosphere with good acoustical 
qualities. 
Mr. Fortier began his concert 
with what later proved to be one of 
his best numbers of the evening, 
George Philipp Telemann's 
Sonatina in A Major. Alth-ough Mr. 
Fortier had much trouble with 
articulation and in the opening two 
movements it seemed that all was 
cleared up in his excellent ren- 
dition of the third , largo 
movement. 
It is evident that Mr. Fortier is 
not wholly without substantial 
talent, for the soft soaring quality 
of the performance of the last two 
movements of the Sonata reached 
the heart of all the listeners. 
Nevertheless, it would seem that 
Mr. Fortier had given his all for the 
first piece, for the rest of the 
concert proceeded to go musically 
down a steep incline. 
In Beethoven's Sonata in A 
Major, the plague of inarticulation 
returned to haunt our dauntless 
performer. Poor bowing was 
evident in the sloppy scale 
passages in the first movement, 
allegro vivace and only the second 
movement called for any favorable 
comment at all. 
A short intermission followed the 
Beethoven work and the performer 
returned to complain about an 
open window which it was stated, 
made his Instrument 
"precarious". Now it would seem 
that Mr. Fortier has never been to 
T anglewood or the Rose Bowl or the 
Esplanade, where the symphonies 
perform regularly and where there 
are no windows to block out ad- 
verse winds and humidity It would 
seem that the window had been 
kept open to long that night for if 
the violin were not out of tune, the 
piano must have been a full half 
tone flat for the rest of the concert. 
The rest of the concert 
progressed from bad to worse. One 
wonders how Chausson could write 
so many wrong notes into his 
Poeme, and how such a hauntingly 
beautiful piece as Debussy's La 
Fille Aux Cheveux De Lin, could 
be ruined by poor intonation. Next 
followed the worst rendition of 
violin music I have ever heard on a 
professional stage, with Mr. 
Fortier playing Paganiat's 
Caprice XX as a finger exercise 
played  poorly.  Scrambled  notes 
by John Minasian 
and poor phrasing were the 
essence of his rendition. Sur- 
prisingly, the last piece, Nachez's 
Danse Tzigane, was excellently 
performed with fine dynamic 
range and a well performed piz- 
zicatto section, but even this good 
performance could not uplift the 
overall poor quality of the evening 
concert. 
One of the saving aspects of the 
evening was the superb piano 
accompaniment of Judith Olson. It 
was evident throughout the per- 
formance that she was well versed 
in her profession for she presented 
a near flawless and dynamically 
superb accompaniment to the 
performed works. She should be 
well complimented for her 
presentation. 
For the opening concert of the 
Spectrum series, a concert where 
attendance was by invitation only, 
the concert where the final 
dedication of the Higgins Estate 
was to be made, one would have 
expected a much better per- 
formance than that which was 
heard. Mr Fortier was picked 
according to his impressive set of 
credentials; he was a graduate of 
Columbia College and the Juillard 
School of Music. In 1966, he 
received the Bach Festival award. 
With all these impressive 
credentials though, what finally 
occurred was a concert that was an 
insult to any trained listener. Why 
wasn't more care taken to ensure a 
hotter concert, for there were 
moments when a rasp saw on a 
cigar box could produce more 
beautiful tones than Mr. Fortier 
could produce on his "precarious" 
Stradivarius 
WHAT 
PRICE 
PRINCIPLE? 
5* courtesy, The T.C.S.     1 
Get your nickle on the Quad • 
Sat., Oct. 16 
FREE MOVIE 
Thursday Night 
Anna Karenina 
7:30 in Alden 
Peddler 
Seniors, he :i piirt of the 1972 
IVtlillrr. Senior portraits will 
br taken in the IVdriler oilier 
mi i'( lulu i 11-11 Sign up now 
in the bookstore 
OUTING CLUB 
Meeting: 
Thursday, Oct. 14 
Stratum 105 
Parking Regs 
Chief Alfred Whitney of the Campus Security Department it 
asking for the cooperation of both students and faculty in • mere 
serious effort to comply with campus parking regulations. The 
department is anticipating future problems with the Increasing 
enrollment at Tech and the corresponding increase in automobiles 
on campus. 
Students and faculty alike can expect stricter enforcement of 
the parking regulations In the future. Anyone unfamiliar with the 
rules should contact the campus security office. Temporary 
exemptions for special cases will be considered. 
STOLEN PROPERTY 
$100 REWARD 
Last Saturday, Oct. 9, some very valuable stereo equipment wu 
stolen from the ground floor of Riley Hail. Two people that were 
seen were about 19 yrs. old wearing army jackets and the equip- 
ment was a Macintosh C-26 pre amp and Thorens to 150 turntable 
with B & O cartridge, plus 2 Lafayette minute II speaker systems. 
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of this equipment and who 
confidentially informs campus security leading to the recovery of 
this equipment can collect $100.00 as he passes go. We have serial 
nos. on all equipment. 
Francis Fortier performing at Higgins 
by Tom Carrier 
T here was an air of excitement in C lark's 
Atwood Hall last Tuesday as students 
awaited the arrival of Senator George 
McGovern, co-sponsor of the McGovern- 
Hatfield amendment. 
His speech was typical of politics and 
politicians- of the type that cuts down the 
opponent but actually has little innovation 
of its own to offer. McGovern concentrated 
primarily and perhaps too much on an anti- 
war and anti-Vietnam platform by stating 
that the '72 election, "was a choice between 
war or putting the conflict to an end, and 
that if he were elected, never again would 
he commit American forces abroad in 
'senseless' wars." Commenting further on 
the Vietnam situation, McGovern felt that 
the release of POW's and a subsequent 
ending of the fighting lay in the McGovern- 
Hatfield amendment which sets a definite 
date for when we should withdraw all our 
troops from Vietnam. Citing the recent 
election supposedly giving the people of 
McGovern at Clark 
South Vietnam "a free choice in a free 
election", McGovern feels that Nixon's 
policies, his support of Thieu, and our 
presence in Vietnam are all delaying self- 
determination and permanent settlement 
for the Vietnamese. To him the best thing 
to do would be to withdraw the key to 
which, as he points out, rests in the White 
House-making this a very important 
election Pointing up their differences, 
McGovern feels that the choice between the 
two is a choice between a society of racism 
and of ideals, leading to his belief that all 
men and women should be equal and that 
every citizen irregardless should be treated 
with full dignity Among his other com- 
ments, were statements attacking Nixon's 
economic policies, particularly his 
"economic game-plan «2" of the wage- 
price freeze which he claims, hurts the 
wage man. and the tax structure which 
benefits the millionaire. In his speech 
MrGnvern called for a sacrifice bv the 
affluent in areas of housing, transit 
systems, and contamination of air and 
water. He stated that if we withdrew 50% 
of our forces from Europe, cut down on the 
ABM. ended the draft, and scales down the 
armed services' expenditures we would 
save $30 billion and that we would then be 
able to give a job to anyone who wants one. 
In closing. McGovern appealed to the 
youth vote by pointing out that there is a 
potential of 25 million votes in the 18-25 age 
bracket, and that in '68 Nixon won by one 
million votes and in '60 JFK. won by a 
mere 120,000 votes He admonished youth 
not to waste the opportunity, that "they can 
change the direction of the country if their 
vote is used with compassion and in- 
telligence." 
In the round of questioning that followed 
McGovern again espoused his case against 
Vietnam and against the spread of nuclear 
weapons, especially to the Middle East He 
again reiterated that his first order 4 
business as President would be to end ts« 
war, to reconcile the nation, rehabiliu* 
and provide jobs for returning veterans,!' 
replace the draft with an all -volunts* 
army and to develop a foreign policy • 
avoid situations like Vietnam from h*> 
pening again He did. however, make • NJ 
hit with his policy of granting amnesty * 
all draft resistors, but he lost ground «w 
his mild stand toward Angela Davis-U* 
she should be treated fairly, entitled to • 
fair trial which should be quickly revie*ts 
McGovern is a nice guy, but somehow W 
lacks the fire and conviction of a sure ms» 
the wit of a really perceptive man. and ' 
present the innovation and implemenUtk* 
of ideas, all of which add to the charisma * 
a dynamic leader. His basic stand is goot 
though slightly out of the step with* 
times, but who knows, maybe we need . 
nice guy in office, for a change. 
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Homecoming 
Kooper - Geils 
Al Kooper. accomplished 
musician and composer, will 
highlight homecoming week end. 
The founder of the Blues Project 
and the original driving force 
behind Blood. Sweat and Tears. 
Kooper has been out on his own for 
several years now. In 1968 he 
jammed with Steven Stills and 
Mike   Bloomfield   to   produce 
Supersession", one of the most 
progressive albums out at the 
lime Since then he has cut three 
albums while working with a 
variety of people. A diversified 
musician. Kooper plays anything 
from piano or organ to guitar or 
harp, although most of his work is 
done on the keyboards Two of his 
well known compositions are "This 
Diamond Ring", which turned out 
to be a big A.M. hit. and "I Can't 
Quit Her. off the first B SET 
Album 
In his earlier days, Kooper ac- 
companied Bob Dylan, i remember 
Bob-') on his album "Blonde on 
Blonde". He also played piano 
organ and French Horn on "You 
Can't Always Get What You 
Want", a cut off the Rolling Stones 
"Let It Bleed ". 
A man who has paid his dues and 
shown a great deal of progress on 
the way. he should provide a style 
that is very loose and easy, similar 
in some ways to that of Elton John. 
On  his recent "Easy Does It." 
Album Kooper takes off on several 
musical styles, while on his latest 
album New York City (You're a 
Women) he has moved toward 
something very free, but solid. He 
will bring a bass guitarist and 
drummer with him for the show at 
Tech. Remember: Sat. Oct. 16. 
8 00 p.m in Harrington 
Auditorium Tickets are still being 
sold at the bookstore. 
Also appearing with Kooper will 
be the Zoto Brothers, a pair of folk 
singers who, strangely enough, 
make their own guitars. They 
consist basically of acoustical 
guitars and bongos. Last year they 
played at the Coffee House and 
provided an unusual twist to folk 
music Coming from a strong 
musical background, they should 
provide a good prelude to Al 
Kooper. 
Friday night will have J. Geils 
performing in Harrington. 
Originally scheduled for Alden, the 
concert has been changed to a 
blanket concert in Harrington. 
This is a closed concert, but tickets 
are limited, so I wouldn't wait too 
long to pick them up. 
J. Geils is the wandering 
troubador of the somewhat tainted 
Boston Sound. The group features 
J. Geils on guitar and the dynamic 
Peter Wolff on vocals. Their 
second alnum has already been cut 
and is due to be released shortly. 
This is a group which I feel comes 
across a lot stronger in concert 
than   on   record.   Three   of   its 
members were former Techies, 
which just goes to show what can 
happen if you break your slide rule. 
Get yourself a couple bottles of 
wine and some tickets and catch 
the show. Have a good week end. 
The following colleges 
and universities will be on 
the Tech campus to speak 
to any interested students 
on the dates specified. Any 
interested students should 
sign up at the Placement 
Office. Boynton Hall, 
Room 317. 
OCTOBER 
Oct. 18 
Boston University 
Systems    Engineering 
Program 
Oct. 21 
Babson College 
Business Administration 
Oct. 22 
New York University 
Graduate School of 
Business     Administration 
NOVEMBER 
Nov. l 
Washington     University 
Graduate    School    of 
Business     Administration 
Nov. 9 
The University of 
Rochester 
Graduate School of 
Management 
Watch Bulletin Boards 
'or Additions, Deletions, 
and Date Changes. 
Literature available in 
'"e Placement Office 
Polish Scholarships 
The Kosciuszko Foundation, generally regarded as 
the American center for Polish culture, is a private, 
non profit, tax exempt institution that came into 
being in 1925 when Stephen P Mizwa, a Polish im- 
migrant who worked his way through elementary 
school, high school. Amherst and Harvard, convinced 
six eminent Americans of the need for improving 
relations between the United States and Poland 
through the promotion of a student exchange 
program Since then, the purposes of the Kosciuszko 
Foundation have expanded to include the following: 
- To promote a better knowledge of the Polish 
contribution to world civilization in general and to 
America in particular and thus to contribute to a 
better understanding of our American character and 
the American way of life. 
- To promote a deeper understanding of the United 
States in Poland and of Poland in the United States - 
and thus to contribute to friendlier relations between 
the two, at least on the cultural level. 
- To promote a better knowledge of their Polish 
heritage among Americans of Polish descent - and 
thus to develop that sense of pride in the ac- 
complishments of their own ancestors which is basic 
to a well rounded appreciation of their own American 
heritage 
To encourage younger generations of Americans 
of Polish descent to secure higher education - and 
thus to encourage the process of Americanization in 
the best sense among them and to contribute to the 
elevation of the educational level in America in 
general 
- To promote the growth of Polish Studies in 
America I an area which our government has singled 
out as one in which there is lack of trained 
specialists) - and thus to contribute to the develop- 
ment of education in America in general and to the 
specific needs of our government in particular. 
Unlike other foundations which have begun with 
large endowments, The Kosciuszko Foundation has 
had to rely upon the donations directly and indirectly 
of some eight hundred thousand Americans, from the 
five and ten cent contributions of its early days, to the 
more substantial amounts received in recent years. 
During the course of its history, the Foundation has 
collected some three million dollars, of which nearly 
two million were spent on scholarships, the 
publication of books, and on cultural programs of 
various types Approximately one million dollars, 
principally funds restricted by their donors, remain 
as the endowment upon which the Foundation rests. 
Any student of Polish background interested in 
Kosciuszko Foundation scholarships should check the 
information in the Office of Student Affairs, room 208 
Boynton Hall 
Attention: Seniors - Grads 
T he Placement Office wants all Seniors and Grad students to 
be aware that there will be a number of companies holding in- 
terviews during the month of January (Intersession) as well as 
in December, hebruary, and March. 
Due to the present outlook of the job market it would be 
beneficial tor all to have the opportunity to combine intersession 
and recruiting. 
Intersession Changes 
To establish priority in 
Intersession topics which may 
be over-subscribed, the use of 
the random registration 
number has been adjusted to 
provide for their application 
on an Individual week or topic 
basis. 
Use of priority numbers will 
be split as follows: 
Topics designated A. AB or 
ABC: 
Registration numbers to be 
used as generated (1 through 
2144) 
Topics designated B or BC: 
Starting at the mid-point of 
the generated listing (1072), 
numbers will be assigned 
alternately toward the nigh 
and low end of the list, i.e., 
1072, 1073, 1071, 1074, 1070, 
1075, 1089, etc. 
Topics designated C: 
Registration numbers to be 
used in reverse order (2144 
through 1). 
TOPIC CHANGES 
C23»* — previously changed 
to A239*. B239*. C239V Now 
changed  to  A284>,   B264*. 
C264* 
B245 —  Regular  schedule 
instead of just Tu. Additional 
speakers-Dr. Paul C. Kelley 
and Dr. E D. Hinkley, both of 
MIT Lincoln Laboratory. 
C2itt — Cancelled - suggest 
considering   A221    as    an 
alternative. 
(•213* — Cancelled. 
If there are any question, 
contact Mrs. Kay (Boynton 
201B, Ext. 404) or Mrs. Plante 
( Boynton 209, Ext. 381). 
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Fraternity Pledges 
PSK 
Steve Goes, Arnold Berman, 
Fred Cardillo, Greg Rogala, Rod 
MacPherson, Bob Brennan, Dave 
Schartz, Rich Clegg, John Bun- 
zick, Wayne Soderman, Craig 
Smith, Mike Turnamian, Jim 
Guertin, Phil Kuszda, Dave Kulis, 
Dave Irvine, Bill Greene, Scott 
Bicknell, Bill Van Herwarde, Lou 
Reynolds, George Chabot, Bob 
Milk. 
TKE 
Tom Curatolo, Paul Carubia, 
Ken Tosi, John Topper, Paul 
Snares, Mike lladmack, Mark 
Chevrier, Warren Bisbee, John 
Gabranski, Lynn D'Arnica, Tom 
Bower, Bob Bradley, Rick 
Mariano, Bill Booth, Ray 
Cibulskis, John Holmes, Darrell 
Trasko, Bob Bigos, Kurt Lutgens, 
Andy Brock, Rick Bravman, Mark 
Deming, Tom Colp, Paul Ciesla, 
Dave Roland, Pat Toomey, Al 
Vasys, DaveColeman, Dave Huff, 
Maurice Giroux, Marty Kristy, 
Dave Samara, Rich Haskins, Ron 
Hakola, Matt Polzer, John An- 
derson, John Roberge, Mark 
Granahan, Bruce Charette. 
ATO 
Paul O'Brien, George Klug, Bob 
Morin, Larry Jones, Frank 
Moitosa, Warren Deshon, Steve 
Caggiano, Bob Klimm, Joe 
Delaselva, Rich Gallagher, George 
Breece, Ray Mott, Dave White, 
Brad Esten, Jack O'Reilly, Mike 
Sundberg, Todd Whitaker, Cliff 
Ashton, Bill Johnson, Leo 
Dickenson, Nick Kyriakos, Bob 
Cummings, Robin Norquoy, Ken 
Laham, Bob Horner, Dave Fowler, 
Mike Amaral, Pete Arcoma, Rich 
Ventree. 
FIJI 
Bill Rutter, Tom O'Connor, Jon 
Wyman, Terry Lee, Rich Aseltine, 
Dave Salomaki, Dave Eves, 
Wayne Chistolini, Mark Angelozzi, 
Dave Mediuos, Mike Severino, Bob 
Cloutier, Bill Gregory, Terry 
Kinter, Henry Fitzgerald, Mike 
Irwin, Jim Aceto, Joel Angelico, 
Don Malm, Steve Mealy, Ken 
Duda. Bob Salter, Glen Fraser, 
Alex Vogt, Mike Vitale, Dick 
Perreault, Rich Schlausher, Jeff 
Coderre, Bob Howard. 
•X 
Chuck Embree, Paul Stuckart, 
Bill Demers, Randy Haagens, John 
Greenstreet, Mark Grant, Robert 
Goeller, Jim Lennox, Rich Bloom, 
Steve Zambarano, Dave 
Chevalier, Eric Paulson. John 
Ryle. Dave Martinelli, Mike 
Dudas. 
SPE 
Robert Aulrey, Joe Bonyai, Brad 
Brous, Mike Dolan, Bob Fair, John 
Fitzgibbons, George Gautreau, 
Dave Gracie, Carlos Kassel, 
Stephen Keneavy, Pete Kuda, 
George Sossi, Mike White, Dave 
Williams, Jeff Wnek. 
PHI KAPPA THETA 
Marty Elia, Ken Dunn, Hercules 
Paskali, Dave Wong, Charles May, 
Rich Gannon, Jim Sweeney, Bob 
Simon,  John  Duane,  Ken  Lan- 
Charles Riedel, Peter Rucci, 
Robert Sengstaken, Morris 
Weisman, Rich Weaver, Wayne 
Stratton, Carl Johnson, Jerry 
Petit. 
SAE 
Richard   Harabedian,   Bruce 
Hutton,  Vance  Rowe,   Ken  An- 
derson, Jeff Moody, Steve Jencks, 
Jeff Hudson. 
AEP 
JaneLataille, Yvonne Bogardus, 
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New Faculty 
Committees 
The faculty has elected its committees for the new year; according to 
Dr. Kranich (chairman of the committee on Committees), they're going 
to be very busy. Many things are happening this year. The organization 
of the committees may be revised; the relevant point being the number of 
committees. At present, faculty committees are as follows: the com- 
mittee on committees; the committee on academic policy (R. A. Peura, 
chairman); the curriculum committee (T. H. Keil, chairman); com- 
mittee on student academic affairs (R. N. Cobb, chairman); the com- 
mittee on student life (R. E. Long, chairman); the committee on 
graduate studies and research (B. A. Wooter, chairman); the committee 
on tenure and academic freedom (at-large), (C. L. Feldman, chair- 
man) ; the committee on appointments and promotions (H. Majmudar, 
chairman); and the ad hoc graduate planning committee (H. P. D. 
Lanyon, chairman). 
What's ahead for W.P.I.? The faculty committee* 
have an important voice. Among the issues to be 
discussed are admissions policy and possible student 
participation in the matter of faculty promotion!. 
"Certainly one value judgement on teaching ef- 
fectiveness is the person being taught". (Dr. 
Kranich). The Graduate planning committee is 
expected to present, in a few weeks, a report com- 
parable in importance to the WPI Plan for the 
graduate school. Among its objectives will probably 
be an attempt to increase graduate school 
enrollment. 
The Literary Magazine 
Invites 
Concerned 
Poets 
Artists 
Photographers 
Writers 
To 
A Meeting 
In Daniels Commons 
Wednesday 
Oct. 13 
\l I. IT. p.m. 
ATTENTION 
APARTMENT 
RESIDENTS 
Your help is needed in 
completing a survey of 
housing in Worcester. 
Please report to Dean 
Van Alstyne's office in 
Boynton 208 before 
Friday. 
namann,   Garrett   Cavanaugh, 
Tony Giniewicz. 
I, (A 
Bruce Ahobelli, Greg Bowles, 
Barry Braumstein, Mark Cosenza, 
Tom Descoteaux, Martin Fugardi, 
Daniel Grover, Chris Keenan, 
Thomas LaMountain, Jon 
Leather, Mike Parker, Terry 
Penner, Jay Plotczyk, David 
Pryor, Dave Shopis, Norm Sylvia, 
Greg Jundamian, Les Dunkley, 
Steve Eichinger. 
DST 
Bruce MacWilliam, Ed Prentice, 
Jeff Birkner, Bob Hart, Bob An- 
dren, Richard Norton, Ken Ber- 
wick, Jim Lane, Peter Joyce, 
Walter Hoehn, Keith Silverman, 
Jon Kardell, Bob Pinolehto. 
SIGMA PI 
Bob Andresen, Rich Caruso, 
Brad Coleman, Harry Danberg. 
Mario DiGrovanni, Glenn Ekwall, 
Kevin Fogarty, Stanley Goldfarb, 
John Heil, Ralph Isabelli, Robert 
Jamieson.     Gary     Laliberty, 
Bruce Doan, Mike Read, Bill 
Weinmann, Dan Lapen, Dave 
Freed, Bob Edmonds, Dave Cole, 
Al Bergstrom, Dave Phillips, Jeff 
Heller. 
WNAT5 UP? 
pomp, lace, and 
color 
The 
Military 
Ball 
December 3rd 
IFC Weekend. 
Webster Square Gulf 
We rent ryder trucks 
and nationwide trailers 
local and one way 
? 163 Main St.     Tel. 753-9575 
Change your OIL and OIL FILTER — get a 
FREE  LUBE JOB 
with this coupon 
j^L 
Tuesday, October 12 
"Uses of Holographic Interferometry in Non-Destructive Testing", 
Higgins 101, WPI 4:00 p.m. 
Poetry Reading by John Beecher, 7:30 p.m., Assumption College. 
Salon. 
Wednesday. October 13 
Poetry Class - John Beecher, 3:00-5:30 p.m., Assumption College, 
Salon 
Film, "Symphonic Pastorale" Worcester. Public Library Saxe 
Room. 8 p.m. 
Musical Program by classical guitarist Jim Skinger and flutist 
Virginia Leguia, Holden Experiment, 480 Main Street, Holden. 
Poetic Happening, Worcester State College faculty lounge. 8 p.m. An 
exploration into words and sounds by Tobie Lurie. 
Teach-in, on Vietnam War, tragedy in Ireland, prison riots, and other 
issues. Hogan Center. Holy Cross College. 3:30 p.m. Films and 
discussions conducted by WAW. 7: 30 p.m. 
Worcester Art Museum, guided tours of Marisol exhibit, 11 a.m., 4th 
floor 
Thursday, October 14 
Worcester Community Concert Association concert featuring Betty- 
Allen, mezzosoprano. 8:15 p.m. Worcester Memorial Auditorium. 
Course, special training in ESP and telepathy, conducted by Mrs. 
Harold Waite Jr. at Spiritual Harmony Center, 9Katahdin St. Reser- 
vations needed. Fee $2.50. 
Cinematech III A - Anna Karenina Alden7:30 p.m. 
Film, Anne of a Thousand Days Assumption Auditorium, 7 & 9:30 
p.m. 
Friday. October 15 
Film: Monika Worcester State College new auditorium, 8 p.m 
students with ID  - 50c 
Concert - J. Geils, Alden. 8:00 p.m. WPI students only 
Saturday. October 16 
Brass Choir Concert, 8:00 p.m., Higgins Estate 
Home coming Concert - Harrington Auditorium, Al KooperS: 00 p.m. 
CONTINUING EVENTS 
Worcester Art Museum. "Marisol", until November 14, Early 
American Paintings, Until October 24. 
Holden Experiment, 480 Main St. Holden, Drawings and Paintings by 
Vona Mann Marengo 
Craft Center. Sagamore Road. "American Porcelain Tradition" 
Casdin Gallery. 93 Elm St., Graphic Retrospective Prints and 
Drawings by Sante Graziani 
Goddard Library, Special collection of rocket pioneer's public and 
personal papers. 
Gordon Library, International Prints Display of Graphic Arts 
Society. 
Intersession 
Changes 
Phi Lambda Upsilon, the 
chemical engineering and 
chemistry honor society, will 
present on Oct. 18 a lecture by Mr. 
T.W. Tomkowit, a high level 
management executive of the 
Dupont Company. Mr. Tomkowit, 
who is also the president-elect of 
AICLE, will offer a talk entitled 
"A Chemical Engineer Responds 
to the Needs of Society." 
For the past few years, the 
society has tried to expose its 
members to a top management 
executive who would spend time 
with seniors interested in that type 
of career. 
Mr. Tomkowit will, hopefully, be 
the guest of WPI for the entire day. 
His exposure to the college will 
probably influence the funding of 
future projects here by Dupout. 
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Malone Takes First, 
Harriers Beat Bates 
This past week saw the Tech 
Cross Country team, healthy once 
again, win two big meets against 
Weslyan and Bates Expecting a 
close meet at Weslyan, the whole 
team made strong individual ef- 
forts and was rewarded with a 23- 
36 victory Mike Malone crossed 
the finish line first with Andy 
Murch third. Dick Stockdale fifth, 
Fran O'Connell sixth, Chris 
Keenan. Mark Hoyt, Brian 
Savalonis. Rich Filippetti finishing 
eighth, ninth, tenth and eleventh 
respectively. 
The team then went up to Bates 
over the weekend, mainly for the 
ride, since we haven't beaten Bates 
in over six years. As a matter of 
fact, we only placed two runners in 
the top ten last year, and Bates 
didn't lose anyone from that team. 
They even managed to pick up a 
couple of good freshmen, but on 
Saturday afternoon, truly a day of 
wonders for Tech, the Tech 
Harriers pulled off the biggest 
upset the cross country team has 
had in the last ten years by beating 
Bates,   23-36.   This   race   really 
showed the determination of our 
runners as all of them never gave 
up, even though Bates had four of 
the first five runners in the lead 
after one mile and it looked like a 
run-away for them. Once again, 
Malone finished first followed by 
two Bates runners. 200 yards 
behind him From here. Tech 
captured the next four places along 
with the ninth, tenth and eleventh 
places. 
All in all. last week turned out to 
be very rewarding for the cross 
country team Maybe Tuesday 
afternoon will find a few fans at the 
home meet at 2: 00 with Tufts, the 
best team in New England this 
year. 
Fifty years after graduating, 
Cross Country coach Frank 
Sanella returned to his alma 
mater, Bates College, for 
Homecoming this past Saturday. 
He brought his team with him and 
made things a little less enjoyable 
for the Bates fans as Tech routed 
an annually strong Bates team 23- 
36. 
IM VOLLEYBALL 
With the volleyball season a little more than half over, it appears that 
several teams in each division still have a chance at first place or a 
playoff berth. The big games are Monday night Oct. 11 PKT vs. PGD, 
holt] 5-0 in the Boynton League, play at 7:00 while SAE and Stoddard A 
clash at 4:00 and they are also 5-0. This year the first two teams in each 
division make the playoffs. Here is how the standings appear as of Sun- 
day. Oct 10: 
Mike Malone relaxes after leading Tech lo Its biggest win 
UPCOMING SPORTS 
EVENTS... 
Tuesday 12 
Junior Varsity Soccer, WPI vs. Harvard, 3:00 p.m. Home 
Varsity Cross Country, WPI vs. Tufts, 4:00 p.m. Home 
Thursday 14 
Junior Varsity Soccer, WPI vs. U. Mass., 3:00 p.m. Home 
Varsity Soccer, WPI vs. Lowell Tech, 3:00 p.m. Away 
Saturday 16 
Varsity Soccer, WPI vs. Clark, 11:00 a.m. Home 
Varsity Football, WPI vs. Wesleyan, 2:00 p.m. Home 
Tuesday 19 
Varsity Soccer. WPI vs. Assumption. 3:30 p.m. Home 
J.V. Booters 
The J. V Soccer Team opened its season with 3 strong performances, 
winning 2 and losing the third on a close 2-1 decision. The opener was a 
convincing 5-1 victory over Leicester Jr. College. Curt Lutkens had 2 
goals, including a penalty shot, and also an assist on a goal by Bill Gun- 
ther Jeff Lindberg and Tom Marcys each had unassisted goals to round 
out the scoring Leicester's lone goal came on a penalty shot. 
The second game, against a good Worcester Jr. squad, was a 
scoreless defensive battle for the first 3 quarters. In the fourth period, 
however, Doug Borgatti converted a cross from Ed Dluzosz into what was 
to be the deciding goal. An insurance goal was later added by Tom 
Marcys unassisted. 
Going into their third and toughest contest of the season so far against 
a good Boston University team, the J. V.'s played a strong aggressive 
game Marc Granaham gave Tech a 1-0 lead with a first period score 
assisted by Bill Gunther, but B. U. countered with a goal in the second 
period The tie was threatened by both teams through the next period and 
a half, but finally BU. broke it with less than seven minutes remaining in 
the final quarter. This proved to be the decisive score of the game. 
With a 2-1 record to date, the J. V. squad has its work cut out for it this 
week as they go against Harvard Tuesday and U. Mass. Thursday, both 
strong competitors. Only by a 100% effort by Tech will they still have a 
winning record at the end of the week, but they do have the talent to 
sweep both. 
Junior 
Gridders 
The W.P.I. JV football team 
began its season on a winning note 
with an exciting 15-14 victory over 
a formidable AIC squad The pups, 
led by Geary Schwartz, found 
themselves on the short end of a 14- 
2 count just before the half 
Quarterback Schwartz then lofted 
a 31-yard strike to sophomore Bill 
Wiles and the Engineers had cut 
the margin to 14-9 after 2 periods. 
In the second half, the staunch 
Tech defense held the AIC eleven 
scoreless, stymying two deep 
drives with fumbles. The winning 
score came by virtue of a Schwartz 
to Bob Simon pass covering 19 
yards and gave the Engineers the 
needed points to victory. 
In addition to Schwartz. Wiles 
and Simon, Gene Dejackome ran 
well, Don Drew was immense on 
defense, and the entire offensive 
line did a yeoman job. Linebacker 
Joe Burowski and safety Tom 
Spence looked sharp on defense. 
Hoynton League Salisbury League 
1 PKT 5-0 l.SAE 5-0 
2. PGD 5-0 2. Stoddard A 5-0 
3, Morgan 3rd 4-1 3.TKE 4-1 
4 ATO 4-2 4.DST 3-2 
5.TC 2-3 5. SPE 3-2 
6, Higgins 2-3 6. Daniels4th 1-3 
7. Morgan 4th 2-3 7 Stoddard B 1-4 
8. LCA 1-4 8.SP 1-4 
9 Reamers 0-4 9. Daniels 1-4 
10. PSK 0-5 10 AEP 1-5 
Annual 
ROPE PULL 
Freshmen vs. 
Sophomores 
Institute Pond 
Saturday 
after football game 
Varsity Soccer Drops Pair 
Stands at Disappointing 1-4 
It looks like it's going to be one of those years for 
the WPI soccer team. They traveled to MIT last 
Tuesday, and although they out played their op- 
ponents, they lost 3-4. The first two MIT goals were 
typical of the kind of season our booters are having. 
After a goalless first period, MIT scored when a 
Worcester defenseman miss headed the ball into his 
own nets. Credit for the second MIT tally can be 
given a blind referee. Tech goal keeper pinned the 
ball against the cross bar and prevented it from going 
beyond the end line, but The score at the half was 
2-0, MIT. 
MIT quickly increased the lead to three goals as the 
third period got under way. WPI finally got on the 
scoreboard when Barry Blackaby put one in assisted 
by Jack Blaisdell Worcester Tech scored first in the 
final quarter on a Bucky Kashiwahead, again aided 
by Blaisdell. Jack tied it up himself with aide from 
fullback Steve Williams. By this point, WPI was 
completely controlling the ball game and looked 
certain to win. MIT registered the games last goal 
and won 4-3. WPI outshot it's engineering rivals 34-15. 
Friday nite the booters played Boston University 
under the lights on Brave Stadium's astro turf. After 
only fifteen minutes, BU had a commanding 3-0 lead. 
Tech managed to get on the board in the first period 
on a Bill Gemmer kick. Bucky Kaskiwa got the 
premier goal in the second quarter, but BU came 
back with two more before the half ended. At mid 
point, Tech's play was a heck of a lot better than the 
2-5 score indicated. 
The only scoring in the second half was a BU goal in 
the third period. Bruce Kern had both assists for the 
Tech men, with Phil Piqueira and Jack Blaisdell also 
standing out offense. Steve Williams & frosh Bill 
Johnson played well defensively. Goal keeper Greg 
Stamper, who came in after BU's third goal, had 15 
saves along with half a dozen rug burns from the 
artificial turf. 
The 2-6 final score does not give the true picture of 
the type of game WPI played, nor is their 1-4 record 
representative of the talent on the squad. They 
haven't gotten any breaks, and it's impossible to 
have a good season with zero minus luck. 
The WPI soccer team hopes to get back on the 
winning road at Lowell Tech this Thursday at 3:00 
p.m. The booters will be home Homecoming (Oct. 16 
at 11:00 a.m.) when they take on Clark University, 
always a tough one for Tech. Clark is the only team 
the seniors on the WPI squad have played during 
regular season play and not beated at least once. 
Care a little 
Be a Big Brother 
Pleat* Contact: 
Bill Delphos (Fiji) 
Dean Trask (Boynton) 
John Nicholson (Daniels) 
Basketball 
Tryouts 
FRIDAY - October 15 
4 p.m. Alumni Gym 
MONDAY - October 18 
4:15 p.m. Harrington 
TUESDAY - October IS 
4:15 p.m. Harrington 
WEDNESDAY - October 20 
4:15 p.m. Harrington 
THE 
PUB! 
Special on Friday 
WOW? 
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TECH SQUASHES BATES, 31-15 
After three disappointing weeks 
of defeat, the Worcester Tech 
Football team returned from 
Lewiston, Maine, a winner. The 
Engineers left Worcester Friday a 
determined group of men. 
(Following the pictures from the 
top right, and progressing clock- 
wise, one can see what a college 
football team goes through from 
boarding the bus to rejoicing at the 
final gun.) 
The score could very easily have 
been more lopsided in Tech's 
favor, but a couple of contested 
calls stalled two drives deep into 
bobcat territory. In addition, 
Bates' first score came as a result 
of a bizarre play. Nonetheless, 
W.P.I, came away an impressive 
31-15 victor. 
Tech displayed another strong 
running attack with halfback 
Wayne Pitts and fullback Steve 
Slavick both gaining more than 100 
yards and workhorse Charlie 
Deschenes 80. 
Pitts led the way with 103 in nine 
carries while Slavick, playing his 
best game of the season, picked up 
an even 100 yards in 13 attempts. 
Both Pitts (banged ribs) and 
Deschenes (muscle spasms) were 
injured in the first half, but 
returned to play key roles in the 
second half TD drives. 
Steve Joseph, who was injured in 
last week's loss to Middlebury, was 
in perfect health and called a fine 
game as well as running for one 
touchdown and clicking with end 
Jimmy Buell for another. 
The game started as if Tech was 
going to run the Bobcats right into 
the wilds of nearby Sugarloaf 
Mountain. 
However, it wasn't that easy. 
The Engineers did strike for two 
first period scores, but saw Bates 
rally with a pair of touchdowns in 
the second quarter, a two-point 
conversion and then go ahead, 15- 
14, with a placement with a mere 50 
seconds to go in the half. 
W.P.I., though, wasn't going to 
lose this one and proceeded, with 
the aid of a pass interference call 
on the Bates' 20, to go in front on 
the precocious Bob Aubrey's 37- 
yard field goal. 
Tech appeared headed for 
paydirt early in the third period 
after fullback Slavick raced 49 
yards around right end for a first 
down on the Bates 15. The Bobcats 
dug in and held, though. 
However, the next time they got 
possession, the Engineers went 63 
yards in nine plays with a pair of 
passes from Joseph to Buell 
highlighting the drive Joseph then 
scored from two yards out on a 
broken play, and Tech was on top, 
24-15, after Aubrey kicked the third 
of his four successful conversions. 
The Engineers struck again early 
in the fourth period when Joseph 
and Buell clicked on a 37-yarder for 
a TD, with Buell taking the bomb 
in full stride at the goal line. 
Pitts, who missed scoring a 
touchdown on a 59-yard pass-run 
from Joseph on a questionable 
clipping call in the third period, 
returned the punt from the Bates' 
44 to the 29 to set up Tech's score 
Five plays later, Slavick, swept 
left end from six yards away. 
Shortly thereafter, defensive end 
Doug Briggs pounced on a Bates' 
fumble on the Bobcats' 44 and Tech 
was headed for another score. 
After two running plays netted 
five yards, a Joseph to Pitts pass 
brought the ball to the three. Two 
plays later, Deschenes bulled over 
for the score. 
The second quarter was all 
Bates. Pitts fumbled a punt early 
in the period with the Bobcats' 
recovering on the Tech 13. Bates 
tallied in four plays; a 2-point 
conversion and Bates trailed only 
14-8. 
The Bobcats then drove 95 yards 
for its second touchdown after 
stopping a Worcester scoring bid 
on the six. 
Tech took the ensuing kickoff, 
and drove to the 20 on the big in- 
terference call. Aubrey, came in, 
just previous to halftime, and 
booted his field goal to put Tech 
ahead and carry them through the 
" second half surge. 
The loss extended Bates' losing 
streak to 17 games. Ironically, 
Tech began the streak back in 1969, 
upsetting the then unbeaten 
bobcats. 
Coming off such a fine per- 
formance, the gridders are bound 
to be "up" for the Homecoming tilt 
vs. Weslayan Saturday. 
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MMMM   TICM   (31) 
Ends  -  Suall.  Steehr. Asaro.  Brlegl 
Wiles.   Nob1 n    Fltlglbbons 
Tackles - Colonaro, Beverly. Cult!, La 
valla*. Cawlay   Nickerson. Cordelia 
Guards -    Nunes.  Moquln.  Whips, At- 
viii. Buranowskl 
Cantors -   Cormlor.  Irwln 
Quarterbacks       Joseph. Schwarti 
Halfbacks —  Daschanas.  Pitts,  Simon. 
Paris 
Fullbacks -  Slavic*. DeJeckome 
Linebackers    —    Palry.    Dalv. 
McLaughlin.   O'Oonnoll.   Bukowskl 
Dalanslve  Backs    -  Backman.  Spence. 
Creman    Farrarasi.   Palumbo 
Kicker -   Aubray 
•ATM   (IS) 
Bnds - Wast.  Klein   Harris, Rubins 
Tackles - Hill. Eldridge. Dutko. John 
son 
Guards  i    Quirk    Losorda,   Pac 
Center -    Pearce 
Quarterbacks Connolly.   Oysenchuk. 
Sinclair,   Lastowskl 
Halfbacks        Waiaman.  Lea.  Haliiday. 
Lltllelleld    Miller 
Fullback Russo 
Linebackers - Pennella. Kutrubes. Wli 
son,  Gllligan 
Defensive  Backs  —  Genetti.  Brownlee. 
Monarty 
Klcktr -  Moul 
WPI 
Bates 
I*   I   7   7-31 
« II   •   *—II 
First Period: Tech _ Slavick 4 run 
(Aubrey kick) 3:33; Pltls. 3 run (Aubrey 
klckl  0 S3 
Second Period: Bates - Waidman 3 
run (Lee pass) 12:17, Russo, I run 
(AAoul kick) 0:50; Tech - Aubrey 3» 
Held goal 110. 
Third Period Tech - Joseph I run 
(Aubrey kick)  3 00 
Fourth Period: Tech — Buetl 37 pass 
trom Joseph (Aubrey kick)  II 00. 
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Attitude Is Everything! 
